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About This Game

On a cold November night in a desolate estate deep in the mountains an innocent life has prematurely perished. Surrounded only
by his family and closest friends, a controversial yet immensely successful businessman William Goldberg passed away under

mysterious circumstances. Being an upstanding member of society and the owner of Goldberg Industries, a multi-million dollar
arms company responsible for providing the military during the World War 2, news of his death caused an uproar at the local

police department. It seemed the case was tailor-made for the legendary detective Knox, a prodigy who successfully solved over
hundred cases. Accompanied by an aspiring young detective Clark assigned by the Chief to keep an eye on him, Knox departs

towards the Goldberg's estate to discover the truth behind the incident.

Miles away from nearest settlement in a mansion hidden from the eyes of public, it is only natural to presume that only those
present at the time could have been involved. Follow clues, look for evidence and discover key information by interrogating the

suspects. All pieces of the puzzle will be presented and it's up to you to deduce who, how and why the murder happened. A
mystery visual novel inspired by classic novels from Arthur C. Doyle and Agatha Christie and "When They Cry" series.
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Age: 29
Profession: Senior Detective

Blood type: B

One of the most famous detectives in the entire state, Knox has yet to stumble upon a mystery he is unable to unravel. Despite
his young age, he decisively solved over 100 cases. A prodigy by nature, he rarely puts any effort in his detective work often

neglecting it to enjoy cigarettes and coffee.

Age: 26
Profession: Junior Detective

Blood Type: A

A young and naive detective working on his first case, eager to prove himself. According to Knox he is a narrow minded
simpleton sent by the Chief to ensure Knox plays by the book.

Age: 32
Profession: Ex-Soldier 1st Class

Blood Type: 0

Eldest son of the deceased who has just returned from the Second Great War. His intellect and bravery allowed him to prove his
worth on the front lines in the Pacific. Being the eldest heir, he is the first in line to inherit his father's fortune.
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Age: 58
Profession: Businessman

Blood Type: 0

Well established businessman and a close friend of the deceased. He helped Goldberg create his financial empire during the
war. Despite his short temper his charisma makes him beloved by his employees.

Age:35
Profession: Housewife

Blood Type: AB

The widow of the deceased. Although their marriage lasted very short she claims that she loved the deceased deeply. Ms.
Goldberg is a very emotional person that can change her attitude very quickly if provoked.

Age: 65
Profession: Butler

Blood Type: B

The family butler that has served the Goldbergs for decades. Calm and patient man which despite his old age still chooses to
work instead of retiring.
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\udb40\udc21. just take my money. A game with it's own character, highly recommended to check it out, especially when on
sale!. Really good for the price: better than I was expecting. Simplistic, but aren't most rogue-likes?. Please buy it. I'll play it
with you.

You can even be the shark.. This is basically an evolution of Counter-Strike bunnyhop maps and its great.

However when I launch the game it automatically launches the Oculus app like it was a VR game but it is not and I get no sound
because of that.
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Simple to learn, Hard to master.
Perfect for couch sessions.... This game started out well but by chapter 3 it became painful. Chapter 4 was just torturous.

The story is only ok, and the puzzles are convoluted and irritating at best. There is no fast travel, and even if you can get the
character to run, he ambles about slowly making odd turns and generally being a slow pain in the butt.

I was using a walkthrough by chapter 3, and still the time it took to get from one place to another was torturous. Sometimes it
was literally 20 screens between actions and then you would just do one thing and have to march all the way back the way you
came for the next part. I can't imagine how horrible this game would have been without a walkthrough to keep me from
wandering aimlessly. As it was, I almost quit part way through chapter 4 when they had you backtrack across the entire map for
the 8th time in a row. It's like the designers WANT you to be irritated and start to hate the scenery that was interesting at first.
I'm glad I used a walkthrough though because the tasks were completely unpredictable and about half the time you had no help
whatsoever. I could have been wandering for hours just to find out that this item I just found needs to be used 20 screens away
in a way that I never could have predicted.

In short, this game is bad. There wasn't a single part that really made me think, and the flat, predictable story wasn't worth the
pain of the back and forth with the poor game mechanics.

3\/10. Rarely able to drive the route as there seems to be a lot of crashing during play. Potential to be a fantastic route but the
constant crashing during scenarios really lets it down. Commonly it happens near Cardiff station. I hope they fix it soon. At the
minute I can't recommend it.. The game lacks creativity and follows a robotic gaming experience.
I felt like I had wasted my money on this.. Unexpectedly fun and enjoyable.. As in the description The Elite Units of the East
DLC adds 12 new elite units to the Maratha and Ottoman factions. A greater variety of available units is always welcome. If you
like one of these factions you'll love this add-on.. Not just a re-released Serious Sam, but Serious Sam with actual VR features
that make it worth getting. SO many options to customize how you want to play, and it is a full complete game from start to
finish unlike every waveshooter\/tech demo that is out there.. A good game but bad control. Try to get used to it just hurt my
fingers. And we arent allowed to set the key. The game need more work at this point its still very shallow without much to do.
And the fishing game ughh. Also if you want deeper game play just get Stardew or Portia.

But its still a sweet game. Just need more work. And hope more things will be added later.. This review is LOONG overdue but
Genie is in my top five favorite walking simulators ever. EVER. I love, love, love the narrative, contributed by great voice
acting because you keep wanting to hear more and sometimes space out on the gameplay, while getting lost in Lula's thoughts
and stories ;) The game is very extensive, with multiple endings and different paths to take. I definitely think you get your
money's worth, with all of the twenty minute walking sims out there.

Genie is also filled with beautiful graphics and some very fun easter eggs too. And if you're into riding dragons - there is a
surprise at the end (because yes, I was thinking about the dragon the entire time!) :)
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